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<tr>
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<th>Reality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cl == cache line</td>
<td><em>clflush</em> reaches Optane!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>== CPU cache line</td>
<td>Flashes RMW Buffer!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“<em>clflush</em> flushes only CPU caches”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An Optane Curveball: *clflush*

### Expectations

- $cl == \text{cache line}$
- $\Rightarrow CPU \text{ cache line}$

- "*clflush* flushes only CPU caches"

### Reality

- *clflush* reaches Optane!
- Flushes RMW Buffer!
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The Attacks

Exploring the security implications of our new attack primitives
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Attack: Noteboard Covert Channel

Encoding secret messages on Optane’s wear-levelling metadata
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Looking at the Future

Intel is officially winding down its Optane memory business

One of the announcements included with the Intel’s Q2 earnings call was a confirmation that the company is shutting down its Optane Memory division.
Looking at the Future

Samsung Develops Industry’s First CXL DRAM

Supporting CXL 2.0

128GB CXL DRAM based on advanced CXL 2.0 interface to be mass produced this year, accelerating commercialization of next-generation memory solutions

Samsung will continue collaborating with global data center, server and chipset companies to bolster CXL ecosystem

Intel is officially winding down its Optane memory business

One of the announcements included with the Intel’s Q2 earnings call was a confirmation that the company is shutting down its Optane Memory division.
Looking at the Future

Samsung Develops Industry’s First 128GB CXL DRAM, Supporting CXL 2.0

Samsung will continue collaborating with global data center companies to bolster CXL ecosystem.

Intel is Officially Winding Down its Optane Memory Business

One of the announcements included with the Intel’s Q2 earnings call was a confirmation that they are shuttering their Optane Memory division.

Samsung Electronics Unveils Far-Reaching, Next-Generation Memory Solutions at Flash Memory Summit 2022

New suite of memory and storage technologies will collectively transform how data is moved, stored, processed and managed in the big data era.
Kioxia Launches Second Generation of High-Performance, Cost-Effective XL-FLASH™ Storage Class Memory Solution

Kioxia Corporation, the world leader in memory solutions, today announced the launch of the second generation of XL-FLASH™, a Storage Class Memory (SCM) solution based on its BICS FLASH™ 3D flash memory technology, which significantly reduces bit cost while providing high performance and low latency. Product sample shipments are scheduled to start in November this year, with volume production expected to begin in 2023.

The second generation XL-FLASH™ achieves significant reduction in bit cost as a result of the addition of new multi-level cell (MLC) functionality with 2-bit per cell, in addition to the single-level cell (SLC) of the existing model. The maximum number of planes that can operate simultaneously has also increased from the current model, which will allow for improved throughput. The new XL-FLASH™ will have a memory capacity of 256 gigabits.4
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